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Abstract 
systsm are presented. ResultJ show that by varying tha bias factor in m s p s e  to b g e s  
do ttre on-line gemation (megawatt ourput a d  ncmxk ca&u&on), improved 
-cy regdetion, and knce a decrease in awumhed time ermr, can be did. 
This thesis prem~ts an investigation of the Automatic Gareration Contml process 
for an isolated power system. Uslug computer simukion techuiqucsUCS s detailed model of 
ths NLH Power systan was unplementcd and tealed using the load demand as input. The 
c&ct of a v&le bias factor was investigated for vsriws operating conditions, and 
wmpad to the prrsently used stanc value. J h d  on a set of pdormsacc indices, 
including the accumuI&ted time and unit corm1 m, a mtml  scheme was demmined 
that provided improved Equency regulation in an Mated power system. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The existing operating conditions for the Newfoundland and Labradm Hydro 
(NLI-I) Power System are unique for North America. The NLH power system operates 
isolated from the North American Interconnected Power Grid. This isolation means that 
there is no tie-line power interchange with other utilities or wntrol areas. In addition, the 
on-line g e n d o n  and the peak loads vary gnafly from season to season. During the 
winter months when the peak load is greatest, the matching geamaion is a mixture of 
automatically eontrolled hydroelectric generating units and manually controlled thermal 
generating units. In contrast, during the summer months, the peak load is reduced 
significantly and the manually controlled thermal g e m d n g  units are taken off-line for 
mainteoance. The change in load level is primarily due to a dmp in residential electric 
heating requirements (there is no air-wnditioning load as umpmd to the reminder of 
the wndnent). 
In an interconnected electrical power system, as the load varies, the frequency and 
tie-line power interchange also vary. To accomplish the objective of regulating system 
e l d c a l  frequency error and tie-line flow deviation to m, a supplementary control 
action to control the load reference sstpoints of selected Benaating units is utilized. This 
control pmcess is referred to as Automatic Generation Contml (Am). TIE contml signal 
uscd is the Area Control Error (ACE) and is made up of the tie-line flow deviation added 
1 
F 
to the f r e q w y  deviation weighted by a bias factor. For the isolated system, the 
power interchange is zcm so that the ACE depends only on the fiwlusncy enor and bias 
factor. 
Common practice inNorth American AGC systems is to use a wnstant bi factor 
nearly equal to the system response chmteristic (SRC). Since the ACE relies on both 
the hquency error and bias factor for an isolated power system, proper selectton of the 
bias factor is important for f q w n c y  rrgulation. The current pmtice iit NLH is to use a 
wnstant bias fsctor for calculating the ACE. 
In recent years, reseamhers have investigated the use of a bias fact01 that is 
dynamically calculated pmviding a closer appmxhstion to the SRC. Since the SRC 
cannot be continuously measured, it is estimated using the bias factor. If the bias factor 
can be varied to match the SRC closely, the number of wntml actions will be reduced, 
theteby providing better control while still maintaining the frequency enor at m. Past 
research in the area of AGC prfomraoa using the SRC -on concept is 
discwed in Section 2.4. 
1.1 Aim of Thesis 
The aim of the thesis is as follows: 
To illustrate the wncepts of power system models in order to investigate the 
dynamics of power system operation. 
. To investigate the traditional methods of Automatic G e n d o n  Control using the 
computer simulation of simple power system models. Models of simple isolated 
2 
power systems, subjected to step load changes, will illushate the h i c  concepts of 
AGC required in this research, and provide the basis for using a variable bias factor. 
To implement, test and simulate an achlal isolated powa system This will justify the 
use of the simulation model to investigate system dynamics. 
To design and investigate, using computu simulation of an actual isolated power 
system, the utilization of various dynamic bias factor calculation methods. This will 
aid in the detednation of an optimal control mctbod to improve fiequncy 
regulation. The optimal method will be detnmined using a set of performance 
indices such as the accumulated time ermr and the wit contml error. Extensive 
simulations are carried out using data representing several different oprathg 
co~tiditiau. 
The computer simulation models were developed using a s o h  tool that 
provided both dynamic control system modeling and graphical output capabilities. The 
softwan package MATLAB' by The Mathworks, Inc. provided the m&I'i, d y s b  
and graphical output fuMions necesmy to simulate the dynamics of the automatic 
gmnation control pmcesp and the overall power system mponse to the AGC process. 
Further details on the simulation twls are given in Section 32. 
1.2 Thesis Organization 
The thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter two reviews the concepts of 
Automatic Generation Control describing the basics of modeling power system 
components, the concepts of active power and fnquency control, the fundammtals of 
3 
AGC, and a discussion on pgfosmana and awu aspects. Chapter three presents the 
concept of computer simulation of simpk power syst.m con6gurations to invest&& 
active power and frequency wnml by desaibhg the simulation twls, the models, and 
the assumphona made to simplify the compIexity of the p o w  system. The fourtb 
chapter presents the general p m c e d ~  foUowed m simulating the NLH power system, 
and the formutahon of the different dynamic bias factor calculation methods. In chapter 
five. the simulation results are pnsentsd and analyzed to determine the optimsl m k o l  
method. Finally, chapter six concludes the thesis with the contributions made by this 
research as well as some recommmdatons for Ihe implementation of these 6nding8 in the 
NLH Energy Management System. 
Chapter 2 
Automatic Generation Control in Power Systems 
One of the most importaut components in the daily operation of an electrical 
p o w  system is the scheduling and control of generation. This fuoction is the primary 
wnccm of the Energy Control Ccntrr, and is largely provided by an Automatic 
Generation Control (AGC) pmgram implemented as part of thc Energy Management 
System (EMS). Although the process is highly automated, power system dispatchw can 
interact with it by monitoring its results and inputtiog data that dect  the current 
operating conditions. 
In general, electrical power systems sre interconnected to pmvide secure and 
economical operation. The interconnection is typically divided into conlrol mew, with 
each consisting of one or more power utility companies [I]. Ths conbul weas are 
connected by immmision lines commonly ref& to as fie-lines and the power flowing 
betwan control anas is called tie-line inferchge power. One of the main 
rsponsibilities of each control area is to supply M c i e n t  gcmmtion to meet the load 
demand of its customers, either with its own generation s0uw-s or with p o w  p m W  
frmn other comol areas. 
A n o n c n i a l p a a o f a n i n ~ r y r a n i s t h a d g c n a ~ n i n t h e r y n t c m  
rrspood to ebnngs in ~~~IEJLEY ria their gav-r rpeed w m l .  When the load 
~ i n a ~ o u l ~ w O m , l ~ s . i t i ~ ~ ~ t i d i n i ~ I y b y t h e ~ ~ ~ d i n  
t h e ~ g ~ o f t h e m b i i p ~ 1 0 1 0 n .  l l n c d t i r a d m p i n t h e ~ k q u n c y  
hoghout the inmroranecld system. All gmaamrr in the intmg-tion mpond to 
the rpeed chwge and adja generation to mum the frrsumsy to a w Nady- are 
value, -by atablkhhg a b a l m  between the total rystem -tion and the total 
rystem I d  R is the hmnion of AGC in the h e d i s n v b e d  m m l  area m dj l lp l  its 
p a s t i o n  in an economical maMer rucb that my tie-line interrhange p o w  deviation 
that d t c d  b m  Ihe load change is renamed to m, and the lhew mady-me f q u a q  
is bmughtkck to thc rheduled value. 
For an isolated p o w  ryNm the tie-line inemhangc p o w  ism, atld hence it 
is the sols rrrpomibility of the iwlared mom1 are. to m m  its o w .  load demand a d  
maintain the rystem husncy at its scheduled value. FM a large system, in f i s h  the 
total imtia  of the on-line g c m w n  is large, regulating the 6q-y is a Ehallcnging 
task- f a  the AGC kction. As a &t, the a c - W  time emor is typiolly much 
gream in an isolated system since the fmq-y amr  lads to be Nstaincd for l o w  
p i a d s  oftime while the AGC pmmf opaatss. 
Undmtanding the Ehara&niu of purer rynrm equipment is key in the d y  
ofAGC. F i m 2 . 1  dcpiet. the &is control ~IIC~UIC of im el&cal pmucr nlptem. IhE 
pimzy cananem to consida are the ~lchmnour gmeramn; the prime moven 
(bydraulis imd a- turbine); the spd-governing rynns which ioslwisthe govnnor 
and the load reference amm~ (Ipcd changer); the lmit mnhouec and the AOC 
Sstion 2 2  p ~ n e  the mathematical madels d-Iopd for rhne mmpmne. 
The npecd-gomnhg system pvida a primsy m m l  w o n  ths( rrspoaQ 
quieWY to frequency chm auad by a change in the hew p o w  b&m betwcm 
g e d o n  and load. For go-n with speeddrop c b m c t n i a  a steady- 
fcquencu doriation fmm the desired - fcquea~y remaim foUo+ng the primsy 
mmml anion This deviation ir mmctsd using the AGC kction. CompMd to the 
primary contml pmeup, this wnml is slower to -nd to changer in the load demaad 
The Ihe of AGC are dcwrikd in derail in Senion 23. 
Aummaic gmentim control has been utiliml by - utilities fa revaal 
decades. Tbc q p m d  used today gmcrally p v i d s  a w p b l c  1-1s of p f o ~  
baxd pimadly u p n  AGC opemion mitaia sp56ed by the Nmh Amaifsn El& 
Reliability Council (NERC) [Z]. Ofco- wb l -  arith AGC do exis dnsc 
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maditions arr mntinually changing. I k e  p M s r m  arr reW m the pfmmxe of 
AGC (6 as the amunulation of time enor and the inadvcnmt -C of power) 
and l h c D I t a s o c i p n d  with it (ruehas maimmmrce ofgaexairgw&andthc 
avahMliry of tbe magy %-me). These arpetr of AGC snd otbm ha- hem 
-end a r e d i r d  brietlv i. Sstioo 2.4. 
2.2 Power System Equipment Characteristics and Modeling 
2.2.1 The Synehmnons Generator 
In a. electrical p o w  s y n m  the p-ipal mmc of el&. energy is tbe 
 nou us generator. Related m the mcehanic.l mmim of thL synchmnw 
maata'r mtor is the e l d c a l  Ikqmcy. This elemid frrqucnoy d e p d  on 
achi- a bdsnce in the a u k  pown (cl&sal a d  mcsh.nisal torqva). m a mstsh 
bcnvccn the ele=uical p o w  output of the pcrrmr Md tk system I d  Whm a load 
Ehaogc doer occllr, them is an immtanmur change in the clcftrieal mque of tbe 
p a a t a .  d h c c  an mbal- bmwen the rn&d and dseical tonlw. Ilk is 
reflacd ar a netaeedwting (dccclmtios) mnlyc pi- m 
T, = T. -T, 0.1) 
wheze T, = accclaptiog toque p.m], 
T. = me~hanical mrque IN.m], and 
T. - e l&d mquc p m ] .  
For a genezator, thc mechanical and electrical torques am both positive. 
The combined i n d a  of the generator and the prime mover is BC~C~& by the 
unbalance in the applied torques. This gives us the q w h n  o f m o t i o n ~ b c d  m 
when 1 = combined moment of inerda of generator and mbine [Irg.mIl, 
m. = @m velocity of the rota [me&, rds], and 
t = time Is]. 
Defining the inertia constant H as the kinetic enegy in watt-secmds at lated sp&d 
divided by the VA bas, or 
H =L 
2 VA, (2.3) 
J may be written in terms of H as 
Substituting Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.2) givcs 
Using T, = VA,/w, , the pcr unit form of Eg. (2.5) is 
where 5, = w,/w, =w,/w,, 
w, =angular velocity of rotor [elec. d s ] ,  and 
W, =rated angular velocity [elec. d s ] .  
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Heze the superbar notation denotes a per unit quantity. Next, setting the mechanical 
starbhg time M to be 
M =2H [s] (2.7) 
the equation of motion may be witten aa 
Note that the tenn inertia constant will be used for both M and H intmhgeably. 
For the study of AM!, it is preferable to express the relationship given in Eq. (2.8) 
in terms of mechanical and electrical power ratha than torque. The relationship bctwazl 
powerPandtqueTisgivmby 
P = m,T (2.9) 
Since we src considering small deviations (denoted by the prefix A) from initial values 
(denoted by subscript ,), we may write 
Substituting Eq. (2.10) into Eq. (2.9) gives 
Neglecting bighu orda terms and considwing only fhe relationship between pgturbed 
values yields 
AP=m,AT+T,h, 
Now, in steady state, electrical and mkhaaioal to'pw sn equal Tm, = T,,, and with 
speed cxpnssed in per unit, w, = 1, we have 
Y 
Hence, the equation of motion may now be murittgl as 
M%=P, -P, 
dt 
whcnMhinunitsof~&mddotbar@ties~~einpaImit 
For adysis of power system dynamic pcrfommce. Eq. 0.15) is atprrssld in the 
Laplace domain such that the transfer findon is 
M&o, =APm -AP, (2.16) 
Solving for the fi'eqency change, 
Next, to m u a t  for the resistive (trrquencY iadcpndcnt) md padmotr ( frqwaq 
dependent) I d s ,  the Fhsnge m eleaiical power is cxpnsscd as 
aP, =aP, +DAa, (2.18) 
+ A P ~  = ~0n-f-y iosd 
DAm, - fnsumoy sensitive loud change, sad 
D =load damping constaut. 
H c n t h e d a m p i n g c o n s t a n t i s ~ d a s a ~ i n l o a d f o r o n e p e r c e m ~ i n  
fnsumoy. S W w  Eq. (2.18) into Eq. (2.17) md solving for tba frqwaq change 
gives 
This equation describes the dynamics of the synchronous generator by giving the 
frequency deviation that results fmm a mismatch between the MW generaion and the 
load demand. It also takcs into account the total inertia of the power system, as wall as 
t h e f r e q u e n c y d e p n d m t a n d ~ o o o q x n m n s o f t h e l ~  Forapowcrsystem 
with more than one generating unit, m may wdte 
I 
Am. =M,s+D(@ml -&) (2.20) 
where am, = mechrv~ical power change for g c m d q  unit i ngun, 
b& = m [sl. and 
M, = inertia constam of &g unit i [s]. 
This sssumes that all gcaemtom respond whnmtly to changes in system load, enabling 
lhem to be qiesenwl by an equivalent gemam. 
2.2.2 Speed Governing Fundamentals 
For two or more generating units wnnectcd in perallel in a p o w  system to meet 
the load demand, sped govrrnors with speed droop dma&&ics (rotor sped dmps as 
the load is i n d )  P.IC commonly utilized Thc sped droop, or rrgulation, govemor 
uses the principle of steady-state feedback resulting in a steady-state frequency deviation. 
This means a unique operahg frequency exists at which all on-line generating units caa 
meet the load demand. 
The o m t i o n  of the govanor b bared w thc &on of a maml  signal AY th.1 
a f t u s n r t h c ~ a e a m ~ p l y v a l ~ ~ f o r t h c ~ ~ e r n t h c ~ f o r t b c h ~ ~  
blrbinc. For the rpecd dmop govemm, tbc speed dmidon dm, (d mmr speed m, 
minus the he s+ed w.) is cornpad urith a saady- fcedba& pntion of AY. 
The mulling amrrigonl E is then amplified and h-nd to give thc co~m,I si& AY. 
This - i s  illwmed i n F i g ~  2.2. 
L--mJ 
FigYre 23 Speed governor with rtcady-state feedback 
The Wnr.fc funetim of the govanor is OW by reducing thc fedback of dm. 
lo o m  AY. First miling AY as a function of the enor signal givn 
A Y = ~  (2.211 
where E =-dO), -RAY. Substiluting thc expmrion for= iao Eq. (231) gives 
A Y = K c ~ o ) , - R A Y ~ = - K ~ ~  - E A y  
s r .  
0.22) 
Now solving for OY in vrmr of AD, and smiog T, =l/KR -Govamr rune Comcmf 
yicldr 
A y = - . L L &  
Rlc sT .  ' 0.23)  
Thip aaarfs fundon dcse&es a propodooal comlls  with a gain of l/R. 
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~ ~ l u s & R d n r r m i n c r t h . ~ j ~ s p a d ~ ~ ~ ~ l D B d c ~ ~ c ~ f a  
szuaing unit as depiced in F i v  2.3 on the foUowing page. Ibis figm depico the 
i d 4  linear cbm&c.  In acolal prastice, the c h a r m i s i c  is no~linear d e  
primadly on thc movemat of valve stti gates. The pramem R is c m m m d y  r r f d  
toas~nprrdrrgulati~nordmop~andisaprraed~ 
R=-"-,-X 
AY AP 
whm dj= b q u m f y  dwiatior4 a d  
A2 = power output deviation 
or in p-t a0 
whm m,= d y - r t a t e  spad at no I d ,  
%=neady-rtate speed at full load, md 
a, = nominal or med sped 
For example, a 5% dmop of rrgulation means a 5% bq-y dsviadon a I&% 
c h p c  in valve psition or powroutput. 
Figure 23 Ideal ruadylete chamridc3of a governor with W dmop 
If rwo ar more g e n e  with sped dmop gomrehannnidsr  are mnnsted 
in paraUcL thne exim tr miwe hrqumcy at which they sham the load shangc. At this 
new common o p t i n g  b q w x y f :  the amomt af load Ulat a h  uoit pi* up dcpmds 
On the dmop charanrrirtic. So at f = h+u t h e  in n mmspanding change in 
~mmtion. This meam at if the load inerrslim by AP, there ir a mrraapoding 
d- in the speed of the generating unit caming the govanom to inoeasc the p o w  
output 
The steady-state a m r  resulting Emm a chanP in load wn be adjusted by h r @ g  
the load reference setpint of the sped g a v m a .  This is acmmplinhcd by a m  the 
load rsfmce acuter, a sped -a motor. In iu simpla form, the load ~fca-encc 
armator is errentially nn amplifier and nn intepmr that afu on the mnml r i d  
detcmhcd by the unit mmller. The effect dthe speed chaogcr in to shiR the dmop 
EWE up and down. thereby varying the para output of the unit for a givm 
are for a sped governor nssoc~atcd with a M) Hz systcm, snd re-t fhne diffacnt 
loud~fncnccsmiogs. A t 6 O E k t t a c l o e d i e f e m c e ~ n p r r d b y c ~  
A~tsmapmoutpufoharactaistioBnsultsin505/.o~ut,andCdtsinlMWo 
poweroutput S o a t a n y g i v ~ s p c o d t h p o w a w t p u t o f ~ ~ u n i t m a y b s  
adjusted to any desiml value via the loud refQenoe actuator. 
Figrve ZA Effect of spaddmnge~ setting on governor charaotcristic 
lllecffcctsoftacdroopofallgmaatmspeedgo~sndallofthesystcm 
loads can be combined in a similar manner as the inatia constants (scc Eq. (220)). Tbk 
q u ~ s e n * l  the comp~site powdft~q~ency chpracteristic of the p o w  systcm. For a 
system with n generaton and a composite load damping ~astant D, th ~-~ 
fwquemy M a t i o n  following a load change of APc is giw by 
where 
R, = 1 
I/R, +YR, +...+ IJR. (2.27) 
Thus, the wmposite iiequency, or system, response charactaistic in per unit is 
p , s ~ ~ , 3 = - L + ~  
4* R, (2.28) 
This charmeristic is highly variable and non-linear, and -bes the system response to 
changes in hquency. It is usually estimated with a straight-line a p p m d o n  that has 
units of MWlO.1 Hz. 
2.23 Prime Movers and their Speed-Governing Systems 
Two main sources of electrical energy supplied by utilities me the kinetic emgy 
of water and the thermal energy derived k m  fossil &Is. The prime movers convat 
these s o w  of energy into mechanical energy that is subsequently mnvnted to 
elemical energy by synchmnous gememtors. The two main typs of pime m o m  an the 
hydraulic turbine and steam hlrbine. The speed governing system of thse mbina are 
based on the speeddroop characteristic presented in Section 2.2.2. The only differewe is 
the hydraulic turbine requires lrmrried droop compemafion for stable sped wntml 
performance. 
The hydraulic turbine musieut charactaistics are dctcrmined fmm the water 
feeding the turbine via the pnstock. The main -*a used in dcsuib'i the turbine's 
whm a, - aesclrmtion due to gravity, .md 
L = length afthe pennack 
The value ofTw is load dependent, but is & corn for mdl4g~A d y d e  
U ~ g  the hc sadng time, a transfer fun& M i n g  how the Mbint 
p a w a o u r p u t c ~ i n m p a ~ m s ~ ~ t h c g a t c ~ a A G b p i ~ m ~ ~  
This m&l repraentr rhc ideal lonlerr hydmdic mbine. 
As mmtioned pmiowly, hydmnubii requifc mmieat drwp compmwion for 
coruml of the gate podtion S i  a gate padtion w e  Wally p m d w  a mbk 
p o w  ehaoge opp i t e  to what is desire& the sped gowmn v m  dcsi@ d L  a b e  
trannimt dmop ntld a long rewthg timc As a df the rqaw cfa hydm gamadng 
unit ro a change in sped 01 to a change in tbs Id t&mm mim b reldvcly slow. 
A linear appmximation ofthe sped gov-or d th  m i m t  drwp b givm BII 
' , G = - L . ' c S T . . L  
R, I+~(R,/R.)T. I + ~ T ~ ~ .  (2.31) 
whm &=pnmanrntsped-R 
R ~ - t e m p ~ o l ~ a n s p d d r c o ~ . a n d  
T, = reset time. 
I8 
This equation har the sme f m  as E q  (223) but with the m i m t  dmop wqmmtion 
componem included 
Astcam~convmrl tncdcner~ydhighpsseandbightrmprraarr  
lvam inw mming en=, arhieh is then convened into d d c a l  mngy by the 
pDaator. The Nnm boils hat source eaa be a fouil-fueUcd furnace or a rmclcar 
reastor. The- tuht m m l  is accompli&ed viagovnnor.u)nmUCd valva. 
Stcw &ins normally COO& o f m  or more Nrbinc &om coupled in raia 
Fkl-Tuelld g d g  ~mim bnvc high prruurr @%PA imamcdiav psse Op) a d  
law p s m  (LP) d i n e  -om, and ae dMed as reheat typ or non-reheat typs In 
the reheat typ turbine, the stcans upon leaving the HP section @urns to the boiler 10 be 
-bated and then ir rn OO~O the m &OD L C O ~ I ~ C  tba n 0 n - w  e 
~ t h e N a m w y ~ t h e W v c t i o n t o t h e I P r c c t i a r  Tncrrhestproccna 
 imp^ the cffisimcyof the steam turbine but at arli@y higher Mn 
The simplitiicd immfer fiurtion describing how OE Nrbinc p o w  o u W  changn 
in response ta aehange inthe mnml valve position AVCvis 8ivm- 
= I+SF,TW 
( I + ~ T , ~ + S T , ) ~ " "  (232) 
whae T, = mnin idct  volume^ and st- Ehuttimc corn5  
T,,, = rrheat time c o r n 5  and 
F , - ~ o n o f t o t a l f l v b i n c p o w g ~ b y t h  
This equation k r i b c s  the rehat type Mbine Forthe ltan-rrheat typ, TW = 0 . d  the 
power wtput is 
I' mm =1 I +  ST, Avcv (2.33) The speed govemor function for the steam turbine is to adjust the position of the 
wnml valves to wntrol the W o n  of steam to the iwbine. It is very similar to the 
hydroturbine govcming system except that the reset time T. is zero, which gives the 
valve position expressed BS 
1 1  AV,, =--- 
R ~+ST, A m ~  
(2.34) 
This is essentially the basic speed govemor relationsbip given in Eq.(233). 
2.2.4 The Unit Controller 
The unit controller provides the wntrol signal to activate the load ref- 
actuator. This wntrol signal, known BS the unit wntrol aror (UCE), is the diffamcc 
baween the unit MW output and the desired g d o n  (ewnomic bascpoint plus the 
AGC contml signal). Its main function is to regulate the UCE to zero by issuing 
raisJIower w d  or a desired generation signal to the load referma actuator. Tbis 
pmcess changes the mitts d MW 0-t to match the daid MW generation The 
unit wntmller inpnts include its ewnomic baxpoint (which is the most economic desired 
unit MW g d o n  as detamined h m  the economic dispatch function), its actual MW 
output, and the portion of the AGC wntrol signal assigocd to the paaicuhr geaaating 
unit. If the unit is not AGC-controlled, the AGC wntrol signal is zero. 
To avoid unnecessary swinging of the $cMating unit snd to pmvidc some d- 
of high freqnency noise filtering, the UCE is typically ~ccumulated until a threshold has 
teen reached If the accumulated UCE is grratcr tban the thrrshold value, the diffmmx 
between the t v ~  values is uJcd to achrate the spad chmgu, and the ~ d a t o r  is 
subsequently reset t o m .  Tbe pmcess occurs at each AGC wntml htcxval. 
2 3  Automatic Generation Control Fundnmentnls 
The basic objectives of power system operation during normal opcra(ing 
conditions are associated with automatic generation cwbol. These are: 
(I) match total system gcnmtion to total system load, 
(2) adjust system electrical frequency deviation t o m ;  
(3) maintain tie-line interchange powers at their scheduled values; and 
(4) allocate genedon in an economical nmncr. 
The first objective is achieved with speed governor, or primmy, control. The turbine 
spad governors, dewxibed in Section 2.22, rrspond pmpationaUy to local frequency 
deviations, and normally bring the rate of cbmge of frequency to urn in s e v d  sew&. 
The second and third objectives are met using load freque~~~y, or seco*, contmol. 
This is a remote process that originates its m t m l  signal at the Emr&y Contml Cen* and 
can take tern o f ~ e ~ n d s  to respond to normal load f l u d o n s .  The last objective is pm 
of economic dqmtch, or tertiary, wntml (EDC). Based on the individual gmaating 
unit's w n  m a ,  each EDC-wntmlled unit is assigned an cwnomic m i n t  and a set 
of participation factors. These factors detumine the pcrcmtage of AGC wntml si& 
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for each AGC-controlled gmrrsting unit. This signal then thmowers the emaomic 
basepoint (and hence, the govnwr droop chsraaerstic via the speed c+), 
accodiqly. The EDC dculWions may take up to s e v d  minutes to take &en 
The control signal used to accomplish the AGC objectives is the area control mm 
or ACE. The ACE is given ss 
ACE = me + 1 0 ~ 4  (235) 
where APd, = total control am tie-line interchange power deviation, 
B=biasfactorinMW/O.1H&and 
4 =  frequency deviation. 
In the Eq. (2.39, if B is tw l q e  or small, the d t  will be cxcess replation Mda 
normal conditions. For example, if B is too small, the AM! pncas will tcnd to drive the 
iquency deviations larger and the tie-line M o m  smaller than that r e d i h g  h m  the 
SRC. If B is too large, the kquacy deviatiom will bc d e r  and tie-lioc deviation8 
lsrger than that resulting from SRC. Thus, propa selection of the bias factor is vital to 
achieve good regulation of frequency. 
For the isolated power system, the interchange power is mo, h c e  the fUncfion 
of AGC is to regulate the frequency m r  to mu, which gives the ACE 8s 
ACE = I O B ~  (z.3a) 
Since the htemhge power does not mtcr into the calculation, the pmpr selection of 
the bias factor is inmasingly i m p o m  
~ h c ~ ~ ~ i s a l s o ~ g s d x , t h a t f s s t r a o d o m ~ ~ i n t h c l o a d d o a ~ t c a u ~ e  
changesintheACE. T b i s m i n i m i P s ~ w e a r a n d t e s r o n t h e ~ g ~ 4  
as well as the turbine valves and gates. The fihetsd or mthed ACE (SACE) is then 
used to wnml g e d o n  without responding to these random components. 
Pmr -on in an intemmaeued power system is mflecad in the 
uccumulation of time error and the flow of inad- power ova tie-lines. In isolated 
systrms, time error is a main coneun (in sddition to the economic opaation of the power 
system). Time error, wluch can speed up or slow down clocks and r w l t  in a loss of 
billable load (thase topics are discussed in M o n  2.4). is mioimized or comcted by 
offsetting the scheduled frequency from the deshed value for a period of time. During 
this paid, the fresuency offset causes tha on of time enur to dccrraJe. This 
process u usually performed during light load periods. 
Depicted m Figure 2.5 is the typical AGC process for an isoluted power system 
[4]. It shows the ACE processor, the economic dispatch function, and the unit contmUa. 
Thc input to the ACE proosssor includ*~ the time error wmciion, tha bias fucior, the 
scheduled hquency and the d measured firquency. The cunmnic d i d  function 
detamines the economic basepoint for all geaerating units. The unit mmUa dttnmim 
the unit umml enur and scads raidower pulses to the speed govanor's load rrfclanoc 
uctuator. Typically, tha execution cycle for the ACE pnxcssor is every 2 4  %emnd.s. 
ACE PmMsEOI F: f. 
2.4 Automatic Generation Coatrol Performance 
Automatic g d o n  control is a relatively mature subject in the field of power 
systems energy management, evolving from w l y  analog systems to the present digital 
systems. Today's AGC implcmcntations are simple, yet robust, d c c d d i d  systems 
that c m o l  canplex, highly non-liear, and wntinuously dunging power systcms. Part 
of the field of AGC is the detumination of "how well" AGC implcmmtaiions perform 
and at "what cost". The performance and economics of AGC have bccn a topic of 
discussion for many decades [5]-[a]. 
AGC performana parametem have bccn spdficd by the No& Amaisan 
Elatrical Reliability Council (NERC) for the North Amaioan Infarormcctcd Power 
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Systcm. This rsgulatny body, bssed in the United States, provides a minimum sa?l of 
AGC performance Oritezia for m e m h  of the imaeonoston T h e  pcrfmmaocc 
measures an based upon the ACE. For amml e o n ,  the criteria state that &c ACE 
should qua1 zcm at lcant once way 10 minutes. For diatwh@ conditions, the ACE 
must be rrhnned to zero within 10 minuta following the disturbanoe. 
Other crftnia commonly uscd in inbmmmd power systems to provide a 
mmxc of AGC poformance arc intcw emm such as inadvatd line flow (the 
integral of tie-line inmdmge power deviations camonly nfesrcdto as bdvmtmt) and 
time nnn (the intcgrsl of frrquency enur). For the isolatld power system, the 
interchange of pow is zero hence the inadvertent is +no. Timd aror (and iu&%Utd 
fori#uwmxM system) is a A t  of a deviation hchva?n the schlal system fnqlacY 
and the desired due, arising fnun a mismatch in garaation and load demand. The 
con~lofgMeratinguqitsis~uindviagrimaryandsmoadaryeon~tomsiOtaina 
freq~of60HzsnrlmaWlgcnermiontolaad Iftimearuraccllmulatmncinbc 
r a l u c e d w i t h ~ e o r n o i n c ~ i n u n i t c o n t r o ~ m i m p o ~ & h A O C ~ o f  
the isolated systcm may be achiwed. If inorcasd unit contml is wasw to mat the 
~ G C o b j 4 v ~ t h e a d d i t i o o a l ~ m o ~ ~ i n ~ w a n s n r l t c a r o f  
the units and additional opration costs in the form of i n d  fuel ~0nsumptiOp sad 
maintmam. Thus, the unit control nnn (or its bte%rd, the load nfaeacc scfpoint) 
should be uscd in conjunction with the time amr whea sval& AGC Patormaaa. 
N o g a i n i s ~ ~ h i e v e d i f t i m e a m r n d ~ a t m ~ i n c o r t o e d a ~ i n t h e l i f e  
of gcnnafiog units duc to b r e a d  unit contmL 
AOC im- sn sonomie bmda on the day-* oprstin. of a p o w  
uWy.  Fmm the initial impltmrntxim imd ongoing corn m =h fhings as 
t h e ~ ~ l ~ g O f ~ g ~ 9 I O S t ~ C I ~ m t i m e ~ , ~ 1 ~ d ~ d ~ ~  
m k-d g m m r  m0vcme4 and evm spikw of the pmious mta supply, the COR 
of opaatiag a p o w  rynrm involver maoy h m .  A 4-d AGC pmfes. will 
provide the reghtion ~quired m minimi2c time m acamulillioo and 
hxhmtm p o w  inerrhangc while n the sme tiw worldng in mnjudon with the 
~ ~ o n m l o o d g e m r a d n g u n i t n i n t b c m m c e c m m i r a l ~ .  
Many have mOhads to im- th. AGC a l g a i t h  snd 
kwe the kmpmsy rrgulatios by wing dynarmfally ralcuQDd bias factors [7]. [91-[I 11. 
The d-c b d  f m r  ananprn to follow the pmm ryrnm narural rnpow to 
esucncy Ehanges mmclore~y. This pmrrrs ducu  the numbnof umcmwy control 
&01i *by providing better control of kequmey. Oni (jlah.m md Walker [9] 
*be amahod &at exp imewl ly  dct& the SRC from the gemmion-fqvcacy 
mqmse c k c c m b i c  and the load-hqwn~y ctmmtnisds w&mI A X  sclion present. 
Thue sbnraaaidcs wen graphically combined to obtain tbc SRC tbnt was then &as 
Ux nm-Uraz bias factor in AGC calculations. A similar mnhod propod by K d y ,  
Hayl and AbeU [lo] sugge5$ luing a variable and m n - I h  b k  h r  @I is modeled 
m match tk SRC by monitoring the system I d  and ooalinc gmerarion. Each of thae 
appxches hm yidded favorable for intaconmmd pmm ry¶cm in which tie- 
line p o w  &c&mgt is I-. 
2.5 Summary 
This cbapta has discussed the basic control scheme of an eleotrical power system 
with respect to active power and fkqumcy. Since the flows of active power and m t i w  
power in a traosmission system (wiicb an closely related to fmpncy and voltage, 
reqedively) arc essemially indcpcndmt of each otha and arc irdhmcd by &&rent 
control actions, the control of fresumcy and voltagc cao also be consided sqmae. 
This independence enables the study of automatic gemration mtrol  without the 
considetation of the individual bus voltages. 
Weal models and qualitative descriptions of wioua c o ~ t s  of the
p o w  system have been pma~ted. This backg~~und information will bc used to develop 
a dynamic control model of an electrical power system to be implanmted in a  compute^ 
simulation program. Simple single and multi-machine isolated power systsms will be 
wmmcted to i n d g a t e  the c&ct of a varying bias fidor w the AOC poccss. Io 
addition, an acblal isolated p o w  system modeled on the Newfoundland and Labtador 
Hydro system will be similarly implemented and simulated to investigate a dynamically 
calculated bias factor bescd w some systan charactaistic such as the load level, a the 
typ or number of gemdug ~min q l y i u g  the load demmd. 
P o a  &tion a d o r  hadequate dispatch of genermion in an isolated power 
system cause time unn and ensuing comction pmc. This can k i d a t e  into further 
reguMion, loss of billable load, and lost dollm a savings pmding on the cost of 
~ t i o n a t ~ t i m c t h a t t i m c m o r i s i n e u r n d v a s w t h e c o s t s d u d n g t h c d w  
paiods. AGC paformancc measummt is aassary to judge pnimarily how well AaC 
I aids in the reguhion of 6'equeney, and secondly, st what mst it pccomplishes its 
objatives. Cost of frrquacy ~ ~ ~ W O I I  will not be diwvsscd htb in this npoa 
: although it is an imponam part when co- AGC pdommux. The fonrr will b. 
r m i m p m ~ ~ ~ m a d . b t h e ~ d ~ y a ( c m ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ & b ~  
basic AGC process, that is, the use of adynamic bias f%ctor. 
Chapter 3 
AGC Simulation Models 
To investigate the dynamics of a power system, and hence, the AGC pmccss, two 
mahods are available. F i  on-line investigation is possible by implcmmtiog the 
proposed bias factor calculation method in the EMS sofhvarc. The feasibility of this 
method is questionable since varying the bias factor may eausc system iombility, or 
uowmted generation movement resulting in u ~ c o d c a l  operalion and excessive 
wntml of generaton. 
A second method involves modeliog the power system using a eomputa 
simulation software program. Tbis method is prcfemd since nccmte modcIs have k c o  
developed that allow the power system resmrchcr to investigate the dynamic perfmmance 
of the electrical power system. Combining the individual models into a siogle mtity 
pmvides a simple small-signal model of the power system dyoarriia As shown in 
Chapter 2, these models are readily available and can k implcmmtcd using a cmiml 
system simulatim software progrsm. Followiog d c i e n t  simulation testing, on-line 
implanentation and testing may be wried out to furthR vnify the Simulation liudkgs. 
This first section of this chapter describes the Simulation s o h  tools UtiW h 
the investigation of the AGC process for an isolated power sy&m For sioodatioo and 
analysis purposes, a so- package, MATLAB t121, distributed by The Mathworks 
: Inc provldes the r t q w d  dynarmc modeling and graphical output capabilities. The 
second section premts the sunulaaon of some simple pow systems that provide the 
basis for the dynamic bias factor mvve@&on. Tlus includes the simulaaon results for 
simple single and mdh-m& isolated porn systems. The thhd seebon identifies the 
assumptions that were made to simplify the NLH simulation model and the investigation 
produn,  andprssrmts the simulation models for the NLH isohkd p o w  syskm 
3.2 Simulation Tools 
For simulation and analysis, a software package that provided both dynamic 
control system modeling capabilities as well as the ability to display output in a pphical 
manner was necessary. The sofcwm package MATLAB' by The Mathworks, Inc., is a 
technical, --friendly wmputing environment for hi&-performance numeric 
wmputation and visualization All refcrerms to MATLAB in the thesis are w i t h e  
to t h e m  implementation of MATLAB using the X window System. 
SIMULINKa is an extension to MATLAB and provides an int.c&x for 
simulating dynamic systems. SIMULINK adds many feam specific to dynamic 
systems but retains all of MATLAB'S g e d  purpose functionality. Two phases are 
involved in the simulation process. First, a model is d&~ed or an existing model is 
recalled. SIMlJL.INK faoilitates the model definition phase by utilizing block diagrmn 
windows that allow predefined model componmts to be manipulated. The pre-dehd 
components include items such as the d o 9  the signal multiplexer, and tk tmnsfcr 
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function Thc anslysir phase is perfonned by either the selection of optiom fkm 
SIMUlINK menus or by entering eommrmds in the MATLAB umunand window. 
Graphical analysis is possible using bofh analyds methcds. Thia allows the pm- of 
the simulation to k viewed while it is rurmiag, and enables the results to k further 
manipulated in the MATLAB wn%spaee upon simulation termination [13]. 
3.3 Simple Isolated Power Systcm 
To investigate the dynamics of the AOC prows, simple isolated powa systems 
were modclad and snalyzcd. Thc firsl two simulations wnsistcd of powsr system models 
with a single hydro gmerating unit, with and without ~~ wmol, rq&%ivcly. 
These simulations were wried out to demommte the AGC prom.  A I-MW step load 
change was used for the b p i .  The third and fourth mulatiom demwmte the e% of 
usmg a variabIe h m  factor for the snme singk m e  . 'Ihe him fact01 changes 
to a new value ( h m  the base value of 25 pu MW/O. I Hz) following the load chsoge. 
Tlte Illc simulation model consists of two AOC-eonhoUed hydro gemming nnia 
and a UODAGC wntmllcd thermal genedug Ma. These simulaim wae canid our 
using different bias factors and were subjected to a I-MW step load chsnge. Tha system 
was configured so that the hydro units would adjust generation to mkt the change in load 
demand whih th thamal unit mpondcd with Primsry wntml support but was later 
r c t l l m c d t o i t s b a s e ~ .  Par~maasforall&lswcrrobtaincdfromK1mdur[3] 
and an -tative of typical data used in AOC studies. Thc systcln data for the 
simul5ion OW dam M dcpinni in the foUovhg 6- 
Tabk3.I Simulation Paramdm for Simpk Isolated P- System 
Syrbm hnmarn 
Dnmping Corn?. D = 0.01 per unit @u) 
Sinel< Mmhim &tern 
lnmia Consmm, M = 6.0 r 
Load R e b e e  A-tor W K = 4.06 pu 
Iania Consmot M = 22.0 r 
Load Rsfmncc Acolator W K =-0.3 pu 
AGC Pnnmucra 
Biar Factor, B = 25 pu 
AGC Sample Rate 4 r 
Hydro Generating Unit 
Reguldan Constaof or Permanent Sped h p ,  R - 0 . 0 4 ~ ~  
Water Starung Time Constant TI= 1.0 s 
T n r 1 = T ~ R = 0 . 5 r  
Sped b v m o r  Time C o m f  T, = 0 2 s  
T-em Speed h o p .  R,=0.38 pu 
D d p o t  T i e  Constanf TT = 5.0 I 
Tu=T.*R,lR=41.5s 
TbermaI Generating Umit 
Regulation CanrfaoS R = 0.05 pu 
Sped Governor Timc C o r n f  TG = 0.2 1 
S t a m  Chen Time Constant T,=03 s 
The simulation mods[ far a shingle machine vith only prirmyuntml is iUumatcd 
in Figure 3.1. The o q u t  oata is given in Figure 3.2. When the rynrm is m b j d  to a 
+I-MW stcp load Ehangs (dF'L) as depistsd in F i m  32(c), t h e  is an initial dmp in 
power output (@xu) d l  rhe ruultiog fcqumsy h p  is m d  by Ur unit's speed 
governor (nos Ulat mC load referrme rstpoinf LRA, is mo with only primary wnml  
pmem). Atthistime, the p o w  outputbcgke to h e  in anammptm mmch tbe load 
demand. A f t u t h c p r i m a r y c o n t m l o f U r h e s p t d g o ~ 6 a r t i m c t o ~ m I h c ~  
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in frequency, the fquency is remmed to a steady-state value of 59.976 Hz and the p o w  
output bas increased by I-MW. Due to the frequency change from the scheduled value of 
60 Hz, thae is a eomspnding accumulation of time crmr as shown in Figure 3.2(b). 
This time enw continues to increase while the hqueucy mmim offsa from 60 Hz, 
F@re 3.1 Single Hydro Generator with Primary Contml Only 
F i e  3.2 Output Data for S i c  Machins Model with Rimsry Control Only 
To halt the increase in timc e m ,  the frequency must be rrmmed to the scheduled 
value. This is accomplished by adjusting the load reference setpoint of the unit's speed 
governor via secondary control. Figure 3.3 depicis the single machine with both primary 
and w n d a r y  control. As is evident in Figure 3.4(a), following th same +I-MW load 
change, the frequency is now ntumed to the scheduled value of 60 Hz and the load 
demand is met by a +I-MW increase m the unit's power output In addition, the increase 
in timc m has halted and hss reachsd a steady-state value of -0.006 saonds. Note the 
relationship between the frequency and tho ACE. Since there b M power interchange 
berwecn this systrm and external control -,.the ACE is essentially a scaled vasion of 
the hquency response to the load change. 
Figan 3 3  S i l e  Hydm Genmator with Prhnary and Secondary Control 
Figerr 3.4 Simulation Data for Single Urhine Systan with B=25 pu MWlO.1 Hz 
The simulation &fs for the third and fourth simulations an shown in Figurrs 
3.5 and 3.6, res@vely. In F i p  3.5, the bias factor has b&n d e e d  from the base 
value of 25 pu MWIO.l Hzto 15 pu MWIO.1 Hz. This ckmgc takes effect two seconds 
following the cbmge in load (AGC measurmtents are typically pedormcd on a two 
second cyde while AGC ~ntrol commands ~IC typ idy  issued on a fwr second cycle. 
Use of a comparably larger or smaller q d t y  has minimal c&ct on thc results). Hae 
the ACE and the load ref-c sapolnt (which both rrprrscnt thc m w l t  of unit oo*l) 
have been d d  in magnitude resulting in an incrrasc in the dy-s ta te  time ~ m r  (- 
0.01 14 s h m  -0.006 s). In F i p  3.6, the bias factor is i d  to 35 pu MWlO.1 Hz 
In this cuss, the ACE has i n d  but the steady-state time an ha3 d d  to - 
0.0034 seconds. 
Figure 3.S Darrsse in Bias Factor for the S i e  Machine System 
Figure 3.6 Imresse in Bias Faotor f01 the S i c  Machine Sysmn 
The helan limulslion wt utilize a mOR mmplex - mdel  as *own k 
F i w  3.7. This rymm CQOS&S of tam AGC-n,nmlled hydm g d g  unia (mae 
unia have been modeled wing the ramc pameters) and a wwAGC cmrmlled tharml 
g d g  lmit All load change. arc met by the hydro mia and ar. s h a d  c q d y  
betwen them. The thermal unit connibma to the load dunand initiaily via pimay 
eontml but AGC muM i a  MW generation to i s  scheduled due. As for the single 
whine  system, Ulis rynm is subjected to a l-MW step load -, and the Ihes 
facmr changes following a bad change for WO of the thm rimulati- 
Figure 3.8 shows the bast caw rimulation d t 0  far the multi-whine power 
sym model. Following the 1-MW aep 1o.d ebaog. show in F i p  3.8(d). the k e e  
gemraw units in Ihe sym ~rpand by adjurting their MW outputr (Om,, dP, aod 
dP,arrtheMW~utpvtrof thcmh~molmiUaodthemamalrmi~~vc ly )v ia  
primaFl sontml. ShoRly a&r primary mnml Ption, the AGC p a r  reacts ta the 
frrquew change via the ACE to Rnrm fhe system lkqwSY to 60 HZ and m dI0caIe 
genedon among rhc unis This h - m p W  by cdjlmiog the g d w  of the 
AGCsomllsd hydm unin m supply the load ebangc dming the thnmal unit MW 
m t i o n  to be rrrumed to its original scheduled outpu~ In ths time enor 
rraeher a d y - s t a t e  value otapp*matdy -0.85 m, ro hrr*m ia Figure 3.8(c). 
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Fi- 3.8 Siiularion Data for Mvlti-M&e Sy- with B-25 p MWD. I Hz 
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 illushate the simulation mults for a decrease and an minrrcase 
in the bias factor following the load change, rrspectively. In Figure 3.9, the bias W r  
has been d d  from 25 pu MWlO.1 Hz to I5 pu MWf0.I Hz As with tke single 
machine simulations, this change takes effect 2 seconds following the ch8nge in load. 
The results show that the ACE has deneased in magnitude yielding a steady-state time 
emr of about -1.5 m &am 4 . 8 5  ms fa the bssc csse sirnulalion In Figure 3.10, the 
bias factor is i n m d  to 35 pu MWlO.1 Hz. In this case, the ACE has increased but the 
steady-state time enor has deneased to -0.29 ms. 
Figure 3.9 Decrelnc in Bias Factor for the Multi-Machine Systcm 
F b r e  3.10 Increase in Bias Factor for the Multi-Mnchine System 
The simulations pedcmned in this section demo- three important results. 
F i  the effect of the automatic generation control p m s s  is exemplified with the first 
two simulations. Following a I-MW step load c b e  and with only primary wntrol, the 
single generating unit supplied the required MW to meet the load demand but s steady- 
state fmquency ermr remained. This m o r  is corrected by adding the secondmy -1 
process that adjusts the losd reference sapoint of the unit's speed governor. The effect is 
to readjust the MW output of the generating unit and return systan fmqucncy to its 
scheduled value. 
Second, the effect of changing the bias factor for both the single and multi- 
machine systems is shown using a I-MW step load change, and a deaea~c  and haease 
in the base static value of 25 pu MWlO.1 Hz The steady-state time em01 in each cape 
increased and demeased, respnively. This demonstrated that the pmpr selection of the 
bias factor can improve system regulation of frequency error, and hence decrease the 
accumulation of time e m  in an isolated power system. Although some additional 
control, in the form of an increased ACE, was necessary to achieve the decrease in time 
enor, the small increase in unit control realized in this example will not cause innrascd 
wear and tear on thc generator. This is evident since the i n c d  control was in the 
same direction as the generation movement for the haw case simulation If the unit 
control had k e n  in the opposite direction, the unit would have to change the direction of 
its momentum (causing it to slow down while it is in the process of increasing the p o w  
output) and hence would incmse the wem and tear on the unit. 
Finally, the multi-machine simulations demonshated how secondary control 
readjusts the MW output of AGC-contmlled gemrating units to meet the load d d  of 
the system while maintaining the MW outputs of those units not controUed by AGC. 
Initially, the non-AOC controlled thermal unit regponded via primary control to the 
change in load but its generation was retumed to its scheduled value following the 
smndaty control action of AGC. This enabled the AGC-controlled hydro units to 
readjust their generutions while the thermal unit reqmnded to thc initial distmhmx of the 
load change. 
3.4 NEB Isolated Power System Model 
The Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Power System operates isolated from the 
North American Interconnected Power System. Because of this isolation, the exis!& 
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operating conditions an unique when compared to the inemmcckd power system 
operating conditions of the reminder of North Amcrica. This is due primarily to the fact 
that the NLH must perform all active power and fi'equcncy control for the island's power 
system. Since there is no tie-line p o w  interchange as f o r e  n o  A control 
process, the fraluency  fluctuation^ and hence the time ~~~umulations, are gnatu. 
To model the NLH Power System, some simple assumptions regarding the 
complex dynamics of an actual power system were required. These assumptions enabled 
complex components and functions to be npresmted with simple control models. In 
addition, detailed informstion describing components of the power system and its 
existing operating wndition were pmvided by NLH fmm its Dispatch Training 
Simulator (DTS). This information included various power system models and 
equipment parameters, the MW generation, and inuunmtal cost curves of all generating 
units. The mathematical models and qualitatve dedptions g i m  in Chapte~ 2 were 
used to model the dynamics of the NLH power system with the exception of a few 
components that were given in more detail in NLH DTS documents. Since this data is 
pprietary, only the basic con- will be pn%eWd here. 
3.4.1 Simulation Assnmptioes 
To simplify the complex dynamics sssociated with the opaation of an actual 
power system, some simple assumptions were ncoessary. Thcse assumptions are 
common when simulating power system dynamics in large system studies. The 
assumptions made include: 
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I Common frequency t h m w  pow sym AdualNLHg9lgationwasusedastheIoadchsDgefat  N o t i m e r n o r d o n ;  E W  of frstlrrmisson I i i  and am&td  data^ &lays were neglect& EDC bssepoimt assmned w m t m  for 1engU1 of ai4u No opemtm control of bon-AGC gem&n@ units 
spedgovawrciead~smtntiwiwimt 
These msmptinh9 fse~litated the dcve1opment of iativihul oolaponeat mu& end the 
ovcrall systan mow. 
3.4.2 Simulation Model 
The NLH power system simulation model was developed and implemmtcd in 
SIMULINK by w m b i i  the mathematid models and qualitative kriptim for the 
various power system Mmponents described previously in this document. Tbis included 
models for the synchmnous generator, speed govanom, Mbines, unit wnmllen and the 
automatic generation control process. A portion of the overall system model is shown in 
Figure 3.11, and the sub-components are described and illusbated in tbs following 
pamwphs. In total 17 generating units wcrr modeled including 12 hydro units, 3 
thnmal units and 2 gas turbine units. A list of each gemathg ~mit with its g e n d g  
capscity and other relevant information is given in Appendix A. 
The lower right hand comer of Figun 3.1 1 shows the block diagm model of the 
synchronous generator, npresented by the M Calculation, Frequency Calculation snd I1 
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( i i t o r )  blosb. Tbb b uwi to demdn5 the frrqusny change rrsultiog from the 
mismatch between he load demand (insluding kq- ad oon-humcy depndent 
components) ad thetotal omline gemt ion  TEs- bml- the calculation of the 
inah'a so~taoc which is dqedmt on what gematins unio m on-rm% imd thc 
dmmnimdonof the qrtem f rqucw.  
Fiym 3.11 Owall NEi P o w  System Model 
The CAP biacb for each unit are uned to madel the MU' @ly of thc 
individd generating units. This p m n t s  the nnbii h e x ~ g  its &m MU' 
output. The input to this compcnent is UK d i n e  mechaoicd p o w  chars. The top 
output is the turbine mechanical p a w  =bang% w k h  in equal to thc input it the MU' 
capacity has not k o  exceeded, and is mo if the unit has h e d  b eapgiw limit md 
the mbins anemptr to in-c the unit gmenuion Tk I- ovtpn line i s  a stetw 
indicator which blocks the UCE aignal from rraohing the load re- actuator if the 
MW capacity has been exceeded imd an increase in generation is rewest&. 
The WOff  bloeks are used to bring the g m e d q  units on/off-line accading to 
the generation schedule us detamkd by thc aclual NLH gemtion data The input to 
this block is the mechanical power change of the W e .  The top output is equal to the 
input if the unit is on-line, and is zno if it is off-line. The lower output line is the stltus 
of the unit, tbat is, whether it is on-line (1) or off-line (0). This information is used 
prLnarily to calculate the system inertia conNmt 
The turbine models used in the implcmcntstion of the NLH power system an 
b a d  on the g d  model of turbine systems given by the Task Force on O v e d  Plant 
Respom [14]. The model is shown in Figure 3.12 with the i n m o n  of parametas 
applicable to NLH generatbg uni- provided in Table 3.2. 
F i i  3.12 General Model for Turbine Systans 
Depicted in Figure 3.13 is the speed govanorthJIbine model for the thermal 
geacrating unit used in the NLH power srjtmr model. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the 
m&l subsystems for the governor, p ~ s s u n  ad fuel dynamics, and the stcam turbine 
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dynamics, rrqxctivcly. The & govemorhrbii model for the hydm unit is shown in 
Figure 3.16. These lwbine models were b a d  on the genaal h m b k  model given above. 
Thc NLH system also utilizes two gas turbiees and the model used to simulate its 
dynamics and its speed governor is illumacd in Figure 3.17. 
Table 3 3  I n t a p d o n  of Parametas Used in the General Model for Turbines 
I SYSTEMDESCRIPTION I PARAMETERS I 
I Time Constants: 
I 
T, = T, 
T,, T,, T, = 0 
Single Rehem Steam Turbine 
K>&K6.%,&=0 
Time Consiants: 
T, = TwL? 
Hydro Turbine 
Fire 3.13 Thermal &IIC~U% Unit Model 
Figure 3.14 Governor, Ressun and Fuel for the Themd Gcmdrig Unit 
Fbm3.15 St- Turbine Dynarmcr for the ~hcrmal ug urn, 
h a d  Il-m snran 
Dm.no 
e.rnmLIm 
c.wnmn 
Fiwm 3.16 Hydm Oenmting Unit Madcl 
The unit controller and load ref- achlator an illwtraied in Figure 3.18. The 
UCE Accumulator process block near the top c m t a  of the diagram detamines the unit 
wnml emrr based on the inputs shown on the I& side of the dingam. 'Ihc UCE is only 
output to the load referaice actuator if the ACE and UCE have the same sign and if the 
accumulated UCE exceeds the UCE &adbad This is &iamined by the Unit ConWI? 
block. The load reference actuator is basically a feedback loop similar to that shown in 
Figure 2.2 for the spesd governor dynamics. 
F@m 3.18 Unit Controller and Load Reference Actuator Model 
The A W  mntrol sysmn is depicted in Figure 3 19. This pmccss involves 
deiemination of the ACE using the kqumcy deviauon and the bias *I. The mw 
ACE is then filtered to w o v e  any fast variations in its msgninde. The smoothed or 
filtaed ACE is sdwquently hnded into @ation (RACE) and cmcrgmcy mist 
(EACE) wmponenia This is acwmplishbd using the process shown on the right Sib of 
the diagram. Note that the regulation dssdband is smaller than the dcadkad This 
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means that the EACE is calculaad only when the ACE is vezy large. During normal 
optration, the EACE is typically zero. 
Figure 3.19 Automatic G e n d o n  Control Model 
3.5 Summary 
This chqM has discussed computer simulations of simple and complex p o w  
systems with automatic generation control. Using computer simulation feohni- the 
AGC m e s s  was analyzed for varying bias &don for single- and multi-machine isolated 
power systems. Section 3.2 introduced and &bed tk softwsrr twl used for the 
simulations. These tools provided the modeling, simulation, and whica l  analysis 
capabilities newswry for simulating tb power systems considered in this rcscarch. 
SIMULINK provided the modeling capability by dlowing the implementdon of the 
block diagram models of the power systems. MATLAB provided the mmpntational and 
graphical tools for analyzing the simulaticmnsults. 
Section 3.3 presented modds and simulation.? results for two power systems: a 
sin& machine system with a hydro genera@ unit; and a multi-machine system with 
two AOCcontrolled hydro g-8 units and a single non-AGC contmUed thermal 
generating unit. The simulation results showed the e&ct AGC has on the frequency 
regulation. It was shown that the frequency offset that remains f0ll0win@ primary oonhol 
can be regulated to m u s i n g  the ~ e c ~ n d q  control action of adjust& thc load refomce 
&points of the generating unit speed governors. In addition, the effkf of the 
bias factor on the frequency mgnlation as a result of a change in some c-stic of 
the p o w  system, in this casc a change in the load demi~nd, was illwmt~d. 
In Section 3.4, the dynamic model of an actual power system was prr~mted 
Simplifying assumptions wcre listed that enabled some functions such as oprator control 
of g~~ units and economic dispatch to be aeglccted. The SIMULINK block 
diagam of ~bsysems  in the power system model and a description of their operation 
wcre provided Esch of these subsystem models were implemental in SlMUL.IMC and 
thnoughly tested for their p r o p  operation. 
Chapter 4 
Investigation of Dynamic Biis Factors 
4.1 Introduction 
One of the main objectives of this research is to investigate the use of a dynamic 
bias factor in the A m  process. Presently, pwu utilities utilize a static value that 
remains the same throughout the year, usually for a wide variety of opaating umditions. 
lhese opmding wnditions, which an continuously changk  include a v ~ o u  in the 
peak lo& the mix of on-line genrratiag unit types, and a mix in the numkr and fppe of 
units under AGC control. Since the SRC dep& on these system &aw&dics, and 
tends to be highly variable and non-linear, estimatmg it with a linear, static bias fact01 
l e a d s t o ~ g m w t i o n m o v e m e n t i n w Q r t o n g u l a d c ~ y .  Varyingthe 
bias tictor based on some or all of thesc system chsraderistics would impmve the wgall 
system regulation. 
m e  first four sections of this chapter dezuik the pmpscd bias factor calculation 
methods. Bayd on the system chm~~taistics intmduccd in the pnccding pampph, the 
bias tictor is vsried and uscd in the ACE dculation. This ''dynamic ACE" is then used 
in the AGC process to improve system regulation. The next section desmibes the 
simulation p d e  used in the investigstion of the AGC pmcess. Using the 
~ o n s  and simulation models given in Chapter 3, a base case, whidn utilizes the 
static bias factor of 15 MWlO.1 Hz, is simulated for a vsriny of opemiq wuditions 
(varying load demand and on-line gemation). NWI, the modd is sirnukc3 for the same 
o p t i n g  wnditions using the bias h t o r  calculation methods. Note that these methods 
yield large bias values as wm@ to the st& value of 15 MW/O.I Hz As a result, 
each dynamic bias factor scheme scales the bias value to the m e  adcr of magminde as 
the static value before each h used in the ACE calwlatlon. This is ncesmy since the 
large values give msaM8cfOty d t s .  
4.2 Bias Factor Calculation Method #1 
The frrat calculation method to dctsrminc the dynamic bias factor is based on the 
q m s i o n  for the SRC given by Eq. (2.28). This cquation uses the actual MW 
gencratio~~~ and speed dmop settings for each on-line gcnmating nnif and is given in 
units of pet unit. Converting to units of MW/Hz gives abias t%cto~ B in the form 
wlme P , = M W p o w a o u t p u i o f g ~ ~ 0 1 t i ,  
f= scheduled fmpeJlcy (60 Hz), and 
D = load damping wastant (1%). 
This bii factor calculation is pfomed on a 30-minute intgv4 which wmsponds to 
the calculation interval of the ewnomic dkpatch function. 
4 3  Bias Factor Calculation Method W1 
The second calculation method utilizes the annually dctnmined static bias faaa 
value to ca lcub  the dynamic bias factor. 'Ibis method adjusts the static bias fgtor 
based on the total system load and tbe fomasted annual peak load. For calculation 
purposes, it is assumed that the total system load is equal to the total system geoaafion 
since this quantity is readily available. So the dynamic bias factor, which is again 
cal- on a 30-minute interval, is 
In this metbod, the ratio of the peak and the 30-minute loads adjvsrs the static bias faaa 
to take into acmunt the highly variable load umditions sxpimctd by the NLH POMI 
sywrm hughout the year. The annual forecasted peak load used in this calculation is 
1260 MW. 
4.4 Bias Factor CalculPtion Method W3 
The thud calculation mahod is again based on Eq. (2.28) but results in a different 
bias factor value only when the system on-line generator configuration changes. In 
addition, the generating capacity of each unit is utilized iastcad of their actual MW 
g c n d o n  since at the change of system gmnator wnfigwatioa, tbe unit c m h g  on-line 
or going off-line has zero genuation. Hma, the a c i d  MW generation would have no 
effect on the bias faaa calculation. The resulting bias faaor calculation is 
wimw 4 = 1 (0) when generating unit i is on-linc (off-line), and 
P, = the p o w  gensratiog capacity of unit i. 
InthiscaxtheDtamisn~lcnai~itbutittleetfeftontheo~bias~rvalue 
whcn the gcoaating capacity is used in tbc calculation. 
4.5 Bias Factor Calculation Method U4 
Thc fomtb calculation method utilips the mmpts developed in calculation 
methods #2 and #3. In this weCaSC the bias facta in Eq. (4.2) is isculated whcn the 
systrm generator configuration changes as opposed to a 30-miuutc intmal. So 
This calculation mcthcd k i k s  into account the mual penk load aud the sys(cm gctleum~ 
configuration (on-line garerston), bath of which arc hpmkat in determining the SRC. 
4.6 Sinlation Procedures 
The simulation model # in Section 3.4 fm the NLH pvm system was 
used to investigate the bias Esaor calculation methods i n t d u d  in this ch-. This 
model was implemented in SIMSJLW sad the simulation M l s  d y z s d  in the 
MATLAB wo~kspfm. Using actual NLH system data (including g e ~ ~ ~ h g  unit MW 
o~rysmnfrcqucmy,SACEdtim-hthc~mmodd'~~&by 
mmpsring thc rimuldon r e d m  wing the hue case bias MI of IS MWm.1 f& ~ t h  
acNJqStrmdats N o t c t h a t t h e l l s n n v y o f t h c I i i m d a i o ( 1 ~ d ~ m ~  
p h d y  by the ?amqdimu l i d  in Scnioo 3.4.1. Taking this imo accwnt, the k a  
case simulation d t s  wrc found m claely midd the Musl data 
~ & ~ t c p i n t h c i n ~ 8 ~ - ~ t h c ~ d m o f m e ~ -  
with thc sta6c bias facror. The simdation pmces ms facacilitahd by udn$ simple 
MATLAB pmgmnls that i,,pMed the "~a data inm the M A W  workspa,  & 
the simuleio4 pmcnwd the ourpuI data, d w e d  it in M A W  data m a  for furthr 
pmauing md plonhg. A sample M A W  p m p  vsed for this pmcssa is &en in 
AppmdixB. U D i t M W ~ t i m E e n a p l o t h a u d ~ p m ~ a i w m f h c n  
compsred m the mmpponding mud NLH data m verify thc dmdaion results. 
Subsequent simdaio011 involved the dymmic his facrorsalctWio09 Following thc five 
simuklions, ths Mllb wa s o m p d  m the hue d with c s h  o k .  Simulation 
panmeters, rueb sn thc simulation intC@on step aad AGC -pic me, art I*ud in 
AppadixB. 
4.7 Summery 
r n t b i r ~ h a p m , m c ~ t i o ~ ~ u o c d t o ~ t h c ~ c b ' m b c m r  
. n i m d w d  ~&~mnhodnwcthctarlIdmddstCth~b~facrorma 
30-minute in&. Calculation m&cd #I a s s  the gemation Of do 
Imib. C a l & m m ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ t h e n t i o ~ f t h c ~ ~ p a * l a d s n d t b C  
total load 
T h e I m m m c t h o d s c a l n r l ~ t ~ t h e b i u h b s s c d m a ~ i n t h c o ~ U n e  
gtwstor d g u m i o n .  C d m k i m  mkd #3 is s i m h  to mcmDd #I mapt fm b 
bquemy of bias factor calculation md the of thc geneCah8 q?&iy of the unit ss 
oppored to the adlal MW output Calevlation mnhad #4 is i d d c a l  to methad tn 
except for the calculation interval that now is paformed when a cbanp in me oplinc 
geaeramr cOn@mtion OC- 
The dmula6an procedure v m  a relatively simple p"- MATLAB 
wm wim to kilitate the input of systnn dam rhc sfm of dmulatio"r, and thth sahg  
of output data. In MDS dam urar p m c d  and ploued WAU other simple 
MATIAB programs. 
Chapter 5 
AGC Performance Evaluation 
5.1 Introduction 
Ovaall s ~ m  prformame is .n impoMn subjm in the day-m-day +ens 
ef an anlstrical power system. Gmd pafamarice is reflected in the cmnomifs of the 
powa system operation by d d g  cpnsfing CON WWC i m m s i n g  -ues and the 
life otpnmcy of equipment This area is incm&@y imptat  for an isolated p- 
ry- chat cannot cely on otha eonml mem to aid in d g  the I d  d-d (such as 
in emergency situations) and for fsqucney m m l .  It h the function of the h c q  
Management System to pmvide this and other corn1  hmniaDs m maintaia good 
pdonnancc ofthe electrid p o w  system. 
Aummatic gmeration eonml is one m m l  method thct is lailiad which can 
improve the ovaall prfommce of a p o w  ryltnn As d i s d  in the P.yi0-m 
Ehapta* time a m r  and wit C O ~ I  m r  (UCE) am two aimis vpon which thc 
pdmmmce can be judgoi far the isolated rym. Time error is a mtasurr of the 
frequency rzgulation capabilities of a mnml areaand is repmmwiyc of the '.ElommT 
of rhe system frequency to 60 Hz If the t h e  m r  is kept mall (quating m ddmA 
time error accmnulation), rhir would be m indication thst the kqwxy a m r  is being 
rgullmd m am e&nivcly by the AOC pmecss. Unit cmml  m r  h d e s  a mcarnrrc 
of the movement of the load reference setpoint of genaating unit spad govmors. If the 
unit control is minimized or does not innease significantly, ss indicated by the UCE, then 
impmved regulation is achieved with lit& or m increase in the movement of on-line 
gemation to mat  the load demand. 
Thc 6rst section in this chapter p m t s  the input data and simulation results, in 
graphical form, for the NLH isolated power system model simulstim. Variws 
opuating conditions were used to repmeat the diffment load dcmacda and on-line 
grnOati0Il M ~ ~ ~ ~ U I ~ I ~ O I L S  thap Ocau IhmUghOUl the YeSr. sb@OIW WUC &cd OW 
for the base case with a static biss factor of 15 MWlO.1 Hz (this repmems the present 
NLH system), and for the four dynamic bias factor calculation methods, 
The m n d  section provides an analysis and dipcussion of the sirnulalion d t s  
presented graphically in the first d o n .  The main focus will be the comparison of time 
error plots and unit control errors for the differed b i i  factor Mhpaca. Tlis will aid in 
the danmination of an optimal scheme for dynamic bias factor Falcularion. Note that 
since the operation of k power system is very complex it is difficult to d&nc a s + 6 c  
index by which the system performance may k m e a d  As a result, it was dewned 
mcessary to use a set of system quantities (time error and UCE) to judge the benefits of 
one wntrol method o w  another. 
5.2 Simulation Results 
This scction presents the sim&on results for the NLH isolated power system 
simulation model for various operaling conditions. The conditions used vary pdmarily 
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fi load l n d  and o w l k  g d o n  mn8-oe The l W  for tive 24-how pi& 
(&g at 12:00.00 AM and ending B 11:5959 PM) is utilized lor input m the 
r i m d d m  d. T h e  cmsidacd for iUucmtio. pnposes in this q m  kludc: 
Thursday. Octokr 17,1996; Friday, April 4,1997: Thmday, Jrm 26,1997, Friday, July 
I I, 1997: m d  M y .  July 12, 1997. All bla the July 1997 data sets dr a mixme of 
thud rmd AOCsomlled hydm &merating miis op l i  m m m  the load demand, 
while Ihe July 11997 data wtr ur* d e d y  AOCsamUcd hydm mi*. In addition, 
the June and July lo& dr haveg~iEw11y lo- peak I& (qprm 6W MW) as 
mmpred m the 0th data sets (appmx. 9W W .  For each load pcricd, the following 
figmu present the load demand, lhc d h c  blar fMorS the time m r  plou and the 
mean UCE sum. The UCE me o b t e h d  by d d h g  ampled UCE values for each 
m i t o w a  1C-mkute interval. 
Fibere 5.1 Load Pmflle for Omber 17,1996 
Figme 5.1 depicts the load d d  for October 17, 1996. The geaaal shape of 
thesm~lhcsamef~rthe~odtyofthe&y~mth~-modybcfwem 
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the weekdays and the weekends, This diff- is primarily with the time at wfii 
mnning load pickup occurs, the fluctuation of the load throughout the day, and when the 
load dcrreases to its nighaime MW low. 
Figurr 5.2 show the bias factor detamhed using the d y d c  cdcdation 
mabods presented in the pnvious chapter. The @ shape of thc curves typify the 
calculation meihod. The bias factor for method #1 tends to follow the shnpe of the load 
demand while method #Z tends to follow its in- (tbat is, the $natcJt bias value occurn 
at the lowest MW). Methods #3 and #4 vary with the on-line gub?ration conli&on 
The bias factor debamid by method #3 das its kg*n value when the on-line g d o n  
wn6guration has the mod units on-line to meet the load dcma~d. This typically oocm 
at the greatest load demand periods. Method #4, on the otha hand, typically has its 
highest bias value wben the least number of units an on-line to mat the MW demand. 
F i  5.2 Eymmio Bias Factors tor Octobu 17,1996 
Figure 5.4 Mean UCE Sum for Octaba 17, 1996 
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Figure 5.6 Dynamic Bias Facms for April 4,1997 
Fipre 5.8 Mean UCE Sum for April 4, 1997 
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Fire 5.10 Dynamic Biar Fmm for Jme 26.1997 
I 
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Figure 5.12 MeaaUCE Sum for June 26,1997 
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Figure 5.13 Load Profile for July 11.1997 
DWmlc 81. F.obn  1Fed.y. Juh11.1#01) 
Fyur 5.l4 Dynamic Bias FaaMs for July 11.1997 
F i  5.15 Tim Errorfor July 11.1997 
Figure 5.16 MeanUCE Sum for July 11,1997 
TI. mY.1 
Fipre 5.17 Load Pmfile for July 12,1997 
"me mvr, 
P a r e  5.18 Dynamic Biu Factas for July 12.1997 
Figure 5.19 Time E m  for July 12,1997 
....................................... 
....................................... 
Fipre 5.20 Mean UCE Sum for July 12,1997 
5.3 Analysis and Discussion of Results 
Time emr  and UCE are the primary performance measures utilized in the 
investigation of the a W c  bias factor. Using these quantities and their graphical 
repnsmtations, an optimal calculation mctbod will be detemincd. Othcr quantities such 
as the system frsquency and the ACE can also bc uJed but these are mmly extensions of 
the time ermr and UCE, respectively (as k r i k d  previously in Chapter 3). In addition, 
their graphical repmentations are difficult to inteqnet when making comparisons 
W e e n  the base case and dynamic bias fsaor simulations. This section will 
qualitatively compare the time ermr and mean UCE sum plots illustrated in Section 5.2 
for each of the five data Ms. Quantitative analysis does not provide an adequate mcssun 
of the pnformme of the power system with r a p t  to the dynamic8 assooiated with the 
AGC contml process. Hence, graphical means will k primarily u t i h d  in wmphg the 
dynamic bii factor methods. 
For the October 17 input data, the load varies fmm a minimum value of 592 MW 
(3:45 AM) to the peak value of 876 MW (7:13 PM). In this m e ,  method #I yields the 
lowest time ermr as wmpared to the other fow simulations @asc case and the o k  tbw 
calculation schemes). This is evident since the time error varies ICIS fmm the m sewnd 
mark for more of the 24-how test period. As a nsult, the total time m accumulated 
during this period is less than for the other simulatims. C o m s p o ~ y ,  except for 
unit's BDEZ and BDE3, the mean UCE sum for the genrratiog units is lowest among the 
five simulation tests. Note that method #3 has an wumulatcd time uror that is just 
slightly more than that for method #1 and also has mean UCE sum values that are low 
compomd to the base case. 
For the April 4 input data, the load varies from a minimum valuc of 5% MW 
(208 AM) to the peak value of 951 MW (8:09 PM). In this case, methad #3 results in the 
lowest time error response. In addihon, the mean UCE values for the on-line gemcnting 
units during the test period show no significant iacrsase ova the baec case. 
For the June 26 input data, the load varies from a minimum value of 353 MW 
( 4 4  AM) to the peak value of 641 MW (11:48 AM). For this opaating condition, 
h o d  #3 is again the method that yields thg best response although it has only slight 
improvements in the amount of accumulated time nmr when oompsnd to the & four 
simulations. nKse improvements are acwmpanied by dentases in the meau UCE values 
meaning Ins wndary conhol h achieved. 
For the July 11 input data, the load varies irom s minimum value of 366 MW 
(451 AM) to the peak value of 585 MW (11:52 AM). For this condition, the 
thermal units are off-line for maintenma purpo~~~l. 'I& mcms that the hydro units hve 
he sole respollgible of both primary and sewadary control. Th shnulatioas using 
mahods #I and #3 both yield low accumulated time emKs I ~ ' ~ w I  the morning pick-* 
period, W e e n  5 and 10 AM, method #I pmvidcs the kM time enor mponse. 
Method #3 befters method #1 during the ~ e v c n i n ~  @ad wbm the load is 
steadier. Method #I again outperforms the othu oaldntion mahods with re- to the 
mean UCE sum. 
For the July 12 input data, the load varies kin a minimum value of 312 MW 
(8:18 AM) to the peak value of 528 MW (11:41 AM). This aperntine wndition is very 
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similar to the previous but the load demand is slightly redud and is steadier in tbe 
akuoonlevening pniods. In this case, method #3 provides the most improved time 
ena and UCE. The time e m  acamnldon during both the morning pi&-up and the 
aftemoonlevening period is the lowest using this method 
TZrc simulation results depicted in Section 5.2 and discus4 in this section show 
methods #I and #3 to yield the lowest time enor accumulation and lowm secondary 
control as compared to the basc case. Tkse mnbods both utilize Eq. (2.28) and di&r 
only in the calculation intuval. In both caw, the bias factor tends to follow the load 
dunand. For method #I, the bias faaor is essentially a scaled version of the load 
danand For method #3, the bias factor inoreases as more units an brought on-line to 
mea the inorrase in load demand. 
Method #I d c u l a t n  the bias hdor every 30-minutes &ile method 83 
ncalculates when tbe on-line genggtion w116gudon cbaogcs. In both cases, the bias 
factor tends to follow the load demand. This method results in g m d  time m r  response 
while requiring infrequent bias factor calculatiw. Using method #1, the bias f&or is 
calculated 48 times dwiq  the 24-hour test pniods while for metbod #3, the numbs of 
caloulations drops to an avmge of about 7 times pa 24-hour period. This duction in 
calculation rate has little effect on the simulation results. 
5.4 Summary 
As indicated in the previous section, an o v d  -e in the amount of 
accumulated time enor with no comespanding increase in unit control q m e n t s  a control 
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process that improves the o v d l  system regulation. The Lower time m r  indicates a 
fquemy mponx that slays closer to the scheduled frequency. The d m  in unit 
wnlml indicates that less sewndary control is rsquired to meet the load demaod. The 
result is increased revmues and less wcamnd-tcsr on the generating unitp, respectively. 
Close inspction of the time mor plots for the five data sets presented in Section 
5.3 shows some improvement in time mor rnponxs. Tbe meaa UCE sum plots show no 
significant increase in the amount of unit control, and for the majority of g e m  units, 
t h m  is actually a significant dwmse. Tkr improvements are &wed using different 
calculation schemes for the different openting conditions. For example, the Octobcr 17 
and July 11 data sets show calculation methods #I and #3 with the gmatesl derreasc in 
time error and unit wntml, WWe the April 4 and July 12 data sels yield the best time 
enor responx using calculation method #3. This suggests that method #3 gives the better 
AGC wn-l baaed on a decline in the accumulated time mor and the u n i t c ~ ~ I 1 ~ 1  mar.
Although the time mar plots for lhe data sets depicted in this report show only 
small decreases in the time m r  accumulation, the impmvercats are cmpbnskd M y  
bythedccmassinunitwntrol. Inspenionofthebiaabrtornwesforeachdataset 
shows an average biaa factor that has in& in magnitude only slightly h the bese 
case value of 15 MWlO.1 H z  This small immase, for the most pa% results in a large 
denrasc in the amount of unit wntml required for regulafmy purposes. This iUwmtes 
that use of a static bias value does MI ideally mprerrpr the non-huar, vlniablc name of 
the system response chamcteristic. It is this -c that tbc dynamic calcubtion 
mahodsdescribedinChapttr4maU~mptin$tomodcl. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1 Contributions of this Research 
Automatic generation control b a decades old control proocss. It is utilized by the 
e l s t r i d  power utility's Enagy Management System to provide a regulation function for 
frequency and tie-line power deviations, and to cmnomically allocate generation to meet 
load dentand. AGC has bem the topic of mwh m h  over the years with the pimaq 
aim of improving this regulation function. Since the majority of power systems in North 
Amaica an interconnected, A W  in au isolated power system is rarely d d e r e d  as a 
re-h topic. M s  report intmduces calculation metbods for a dynamic bias factor in a 
power system without tie-line interoonnections, and using computn simulation mcthcds, 
anives at au impmved AGC pmcess. This process provides a lower time e m r  
accumulation that equates to a betta frequency rrguldon. This is accomplished with 
less secondary unit control than is q u i d  with a static bias value. 
A computer simulation model ofthe Newfoundlaud and Labrador Hydm pow 
system has been developed that enables the off-line atudy of a dynamic bias factx in the 
AGC control process. Actual system data, taken from the NLH EMS Dispatcher Training 
Simulator, has been used to model the system dynamics. The model has been thomuddy 
tested using the actual system fn%pucy, ACE, time rrmr and unit generations for 
wmparison puIposes. The simulation results wen considered favourable. 
The data collated from the w m m  simulations of the NLH simulation model 
supports the usc of a dynsmio b k  factor in the A c c u l a t i o  A schwne that udliPs 
the SRC approximation given by Eq. (4.3) as a sum of the ratios of all on-line g d g  
unit IviW generation capacities and speed dmop constants, all divided by the scheduled 
system frequency, yields the most desirable respoascs (this calculation method has bem 
refemxi to as dynamic bias fact01 calculation methcd #3 in this rept). The calculation 
is pcrfonned whcn the on-line genemior co-on changes. Comparsd to an hourly 
or 30-minute bias fscta calculation inmval, this method requires less calculations per 
24-hourpriod while still providing improved regulation. 
The main finding in this report is that with proper tuning of the AGC algorithm 
will provide improved system regulation. F a  an isolated p o w  system, this is 
iacrrasingly impoMt due to thc naturr of thc system Since the NLH system cannot 
rely on external p o w  systems in the regulation of tkqw and for load supply, the 
sysmn frequency tends to fluciuat~ more than it would in an iniemMemd 8ystun. As a 
wul~ both time enm accumulation and unit control hmases. Utiliation of the 
dynsmic bias factor proposed in this r e d  will decrease these q~~lltitifil thua 
providmg improved frequency regulation. 
It is the opinion af the author that a. implamnmtion of the proposed d d c  
bias fiwr calculatio~l method will im- the o w a l l  system paformancg q d d l y  
the frequency regularion fundon pmvided by the amomtic &meretiom wohol p e a .  
Tbc implrmeotation will involve coding the caldaion rmkd as part of the AGC 
Pmcnsing subfmdon in the EMS AaomMiric G d o n  C-l fu rdon  TlAs 
cal&on will be &md whm the on-line gmcraulr configmation changes Sine  
the calculaion is prformed urjng constam values, that is lmit gesedng apseit is  and 
I@ drwp c o m a .  the calculation would only involve acquiring the status of rhe lmit 
(on-WOR-line) and 110 other teIemRaed data would be q u i d .  This would aid in the 
pvmtion of enoneour bias valuer a& by wnsmisionaoa 
Testing of the proposed bias fMor calculation mnhod o~Linc can be 
accomplished using a method propowd by Kamdy. Hoyt and Abcll[10]. In this p a p ,  
the authors tested their mn-linear bias fMor on-line by meacurillg the nlrmba of timeo 
the ACE sxeeeded a wt of boundary coIlditiom and wh& it wm daamined using the 
smtic or dynamic bias facmr. Tbe lhetwo &a mere a l M  wmy f m  h a w  in the 
AGC function. T o  avoid inwminent mmpsrison ofthe two bias m a d a ,  the rotation war 
shifted by four h- ar midnight This pmeerr wap continued for wed mombs d thc 
daily ACE totals were plotted s-g the =tic mode minu the dynamic mode. When 
the mbmction -It war. positive, the =tic made ruseeded the ACE blmdaria more 
m+ the dynamic mode provided bnter @stion TXs at mctbDd should be 
d ~ i ~  ta determine rhc hefils ofthe pmposal biar fstor calcuLation mahod. 
With f i  ebaoga a thc NLH poua System au6dpat.d in ths mming yean, 
p&&ly with -cr to mew gemmion I D ~ X ~  a men an imead load level the 
tuning of thc ACK algaithm besomes ioacasingly mxessw. Depending om the 
gmaadon cyp added to the MtmS new gaeraion may bc mdablc for hqumcy 
regdation Also, thc present natic bias faMn ruas daedad for a system rapoosc 
~~e that will change when the new load and n d o n  arr ~0~nmed to the 
@d, especially for the anticipated industrial load that will k part ofthc Argmtia smelter 
As dilcursed in Chapter 2, if thc bias value is mo iage or mo rmall. whish will o- 
when the mework mnf!gurati011 changer, &ation will suffer. The d t  is that the 
0 4 1  synm prrfannana would bcaefft h m  apmprly fuoed A W  pcess. 
Chapter 7 
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Appendix A 
Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro 
Generating Units 
Table A1 Newfoundland and Labrador Hydm Gemrating Units 
Appendix B 
Simulatiou Programs and Parameters 
Sample MATLAB Simnhtion Plognm 
* oncon~ress the required .mat flier 
"Lixl'Uns~mPrEss loadl017.maL.Z~l; 
uniri'unsompresn freq1017.raat.z.l. 
unix('unconPress gensiOl7.mar.l. 1: 
un=x~~uncorn~ress SChblOl7.m~.1'1~ 
Ynixl'unconpress bde-.mat.T.l; 
Ynlxl.uncompre.. sat+.mai.i'l; 
unixI'uncompres= h-.mt.z'l; 
Ynixl.unco,"prer. us. ..at.z.1; 
Ynixl'unComprelS prv.mat.z.1; 
Ynixl'uncompress rrl.mat.z'~; 
unrx(.unconpreos -pen+.mr.z.~; 
Ynixl'uncompres5 has-.mar.Z.I; 
I =E OLSE FOR THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11. 1996 cr<<c<cc<<c<c<cc<<<<<<<<<<< 
b Clear the workspace 
clear: I 
Input the SIMOLINK model parmeters 
data; a 
Input me actual NLH frequency SACE and rrlae error data 
load freqlon;  
li 1npvt rhe load mange profile 
load loadlO17; 
I Input the actual PW generations 
load genol017; 
I Input rhe generation rchedule 
load rshdl017; 
% start the simulation with completion rims piven by end_tfne 
I Set the oprionc for the intcgrarron algorrrhm 
a opti.n.ll1 - re1atrve error 
Flmlah Simulation by raring data 
int - lo/optlonsi21; 
mo-(l+awll:int:lenqinrr111-60; 
SACEO-SIICEll:lnt:lengthl~j1'100; 
Th-tdll:mL:lengfhltlI+60; 
f-rll:mt:len~hl~ll/3600; 
save basasase i m o  sacio TDO; 

Simulation Parameters 
-lion Pa- 
Integration Method: Rungc-Kutta fifth order 
Simulation Imgth, %, 86400 seconds (24 bun) 
Initial Conditions, x0: [ I  (no additional initial d t i o n s  spccitied) 
Relative Enor, opIions(1): le-3 
Minimum Step Sip, options(2): 1 second 
hiaximum Step Size, options(3): 1 scoond 
. 
- 
Nominal Syatcm F r q u a q ,  fVS: 60 Hz 
MVABasc,&: IOOMVA 
A N  Sample Rasc 4 seconds 
Static Bias Factor, B: 15 MWR.1 Hz 
Load Damping lhstmt, D: 1% 
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